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tutions of Calvin spread rapidly through Switzerland, France, Nether-
lands, Puritan England, and Scotland. In England Henry VIII and
Edward VI confiscated the property of some three hundred monastic
and other ecclesiastical schools, but subsequently many of these were
refounded.
The Jesuit colleges were organized to extend Catholic Christianity.
The lower colleges were humanistic, and the higher taught " philos-
ophy" and theology. The teachers were trained, and the methods,
though memoriter and emulative, were effective. The influence of the
Jesuit colleges was phenomenal, but they failed to meet new condi-
tions. Elementary and industrial education was given an impulse for
the Catholics by the schools of the Christian Brothers. They also
opened training schools for teachers, and perfected the " simulta-
neous" method.
Among the Protestants and some Catholics in Germany, Holland,
Scotland, and certain of the American colonies, the Reformation
inclined toward universal elementary education and control of the
schools by the state. The secondary schools in Protestant countries
also came largely under civic authorities, although the clergy still
taught and inspected them; while Catholic secondary education was
furnished mostly by the Jesuit colleges. In many instances the
universities turned Protestant; and new universities, Protestant and
Catholic, were founded.
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